


These are unprecedented times. Corona crisis has not only created a 
situation of panic but also challenged our self-control, self-discipline and 
our commitment towards sustenance in communion with nature. We pray 
for the wellbeing of yourselves, your family and friends in this hour.

AAs days pass by more and more cities and countries around the world going 
into lockdown mode, people are feeling the comfort in the value of human 
connection and the support they get from the community members. It is 
our moral responsibility to support each other to help mankind come out of 
this crisis.

KKrins lifesciences has always been aware of its social responsibilities. We 
stand shoulder to shoulder with our seless medical professionals and the 
related industries in this ght. “Behind every mask, there is a caring heart.” 
This keeps all of us motivated and gives a feeling of unity and strength 
subliminally.

WWe at Krins lifesciences appreciate and are extremely thankful to our growth 
partners who have shown their rock solid support to us. We would love to 
be a part of your science through our services. We once again thank you for 
your faith, trust and condence in Krins lifesciences.
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Our April’s Newsletter is a great source of information on Coronaviruses and 
COVID-19.You can nd compiled scientic data from the published 
reviewsand study reports.Krins Lifesciences is constantly following the 
COVID-19 updates, and is working with full potential in using its resources, 
to extend its timely services to Research & Development. Despite of the 
global chaos of supply chain Krins is committed in delivering necessary 
products to its Business clients and online B2B shoppers. Please do not 
hesithesitate to reach out to us to see how we can support your needs.
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Krins has recently delivered Lab equipment such as Stability chambers, 
Deep freezers, Incubators etc. along with several other lab supplies such 
as Glass wares, plastic wares and other supplies to the clients.

Amidst challenges of COVID 19, we have delivered chemical supplies 
with shortest possible lead time to a well-established research institute 
in North America.

KKrins proudly say that, due to its strong supply chain could able to 
surpass brand suppliers of North America in delivering the business 
needs to its clients in their most needed times.

Krins is growing as a great choice for laboratories and businesses in North 
America. Our goal is to offer all our B2B customers and website visitors a 
great shopping experience.We deliver unbeatable and efficient customer 
services to our clients by offering them best product quality (with all the 
available certications and documentations) at affordable prices. This is one 
reason why our clients consider us as their preferred business partner.

WWe encourage you to visit our website and catalogue for complete list of 
products and other offers. We are very exible in taking orders and we 
accept through phone call or email order or online order in our website 
platform.
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